DOBBES FAMILY ESTATE
2012 Mirror Image Port Style Syrah / Crater View Vineyard

Sensory Components & Tasting Notes

Color: Deep Ruby-Purple

Aroma: Marionberry jam, dark chocolate, fig, cola, dried cherry

Mouthfeel: Full, viscous body, moderate acid, tannins to balance

Flavor: Baked berry cobbler, fig jam, brandied cherries, chocolate

Finish: Long, mouth coating, carried by sweetness, supported by tannins

The essence of ripe dark fruits is preserved with barrel aged grape spirit. Aromas of Marionberry jam, dried dark cherry and fig are balanced with cola and dark chocolate. The palate opens to sweet berry cobbler, leafy fig jam, and ripe blackberry. An enticing note of brandied cherries highlights the youthful spirit of this Ruby port style wine and carries into a long sweet finish.

Technical Data

Yeast Strain: Proprietary

TA: 5.60 g/L

pH: 3.52

Alcohol level: 18.8%

Barrel Aging: 20 months in neutral oak

Bottle Date: August 2014

Cases Produced: 330

Case Dimension: 14.1 X 10.1 X 11.1

Case Weight: 39lbs

Palletization: 11 X 4 = 44 cases